The study shows how to define, without any ad hoc assumption, the average ion charge Z I in the electron-ion model for plasmas and liquid metals: this definition comes out of the condition that a plasma consisting of electrons and nuclei can be described as an electron-ion mixture. Based on this definition of the average ion charge, the Quantum Hyper-Netted Chain (QHNC) method takes account of the thermal ionization and the resonant-state contribution to the bound electrons forming an ion.
Introduction
A liquid metal or a plasma can be taken as a mixture of electrons and ions with uniform ion density n I 0 and electron density n e 0 . This binary mixture consists of ions with a definite ionic charge Z I and the free electrons, interacting with each other via binary potentials v ij (r) [i, j = I or e] under the charge neutrality condition n e 0 = Z I n I 0 . Also, the ions are assumed to behave as classical particles, while the free electrons form a quantum fluid changed into a classical fluid at high temperature. We call this mixture "the electron-ion model" for a plasma. Although it is important to calculate the average ion-charge Z I in a plasma for description of thermodynamic quantities, there is no established method to determine Z I in the electron-ion model at the present time. In this work, we show how to obtain the definition of the average ion-charge Z I in the electron-ion model. Under some condition only, a plasma as an electron-nuclei mixture can be treated as an electron-ion mixture on the basis of the electron-ion model. This condition itself provides the definition of an 'average ion' in the electron-ion model. To establish this definition, we need the radial distribution functions (RDF) as already known quantities in an electron-ion mixture with the given electronion and ion-ion interactions, v eI (r) and v II (r). In this regard, the quantum hyper-netted (QHNC) method [1] can determine the RDFs in the mixture for arbitrary interactions v ij (r) [even for charged hard-core potentials]. On the other hand, Saumon and coworkers [2] have calculated Z I with use of the QHNC method on the basis of some ad hoc assumptions about a separation of the bound electron density distribution from the total electron density distribution around a nucleus in a plasma: these assumptions can be avoided by use of the present definition of Z I .
The QHNC method can produce the plasma structure including Z I at arbitrary temperature T and ionic density n I 0 from the atomic number Z A as an only input [3] . It should be emphasized that the QHNC method yields structure factors in good agreement with experiments for simple metals [4, 5, 6] . Also, this method can determine the electron-electron correlation in a consistent way with the ionic structure without use of jellium model for electrons [7, 8, 9] . However, the QHNC method has the following two weak points, to be improved, about the determination of Z I and a bootstrap relation to generate the electron-electron correlation consistent with the ion structure, as follows:
(I) In the QHNC method, the ionic charge Z I = Z A −Z B is simply defined from Z B ≡ n b e (r)dr using the bound-electron density n b e (r) for the wave equation. Therefore, this definition does not take account of the contribution of resonant states to Z B . On the other hand, Blenski and coworkers [10, 11, 12] have derived an equation to determine the electron density n e 0 in a plasma by using the variational method (VAAQP model). Although the VAAQP model provides Z I = n e 0 /n I 0 and Z B , it can not give the boundelectron distribution ρ b (r) to fulfill Z B = ρ b (r)dr and, thus, the ion-ion correlation g II (r). In this work, we derived two relations which are valid within the framework of the density functional (DF) theory and the electronion model.
(a): In the electron-ion model, the average ion charge Z I is defined as 
This relation is derived from the necessary condition that a plasma consisting of electrons and nuclei can be described as a mixture of electrons and ions. At the same time Eq. (1) is rewritten in the equivalent relation:
Here, g eI (r) and g II (r) are the electron-ion and ion-ion RDFs, respectively, in the electron-ion model, and n e (r) is the electron density distribution around the nucleus, when a chosen ion in this mixture is thought as an inserted atom with a nucleus Z A . 
with S II (Q) being the structure factor. The above equation is reduced to the result of Blenski et al, when we make approximations, g II (r) by the step-function and S II (0) = 0. Equations, (1) and (4), solve the problem to determine the average ion charge Z I .
(II): The QHNC method uses the following bootstrap relation to determine the electron-electron response function χ ee (Q) from the electron density distribution n e (r|e) around a fixed electron in a plasma:
with the density response function χ 0 Q of a non-interacting system. This relation results from the approximation used by Kukkonen and Overhauser [13, 14] for an electron gas. Since Eq. (5) is an exact relation for a classical electron gas, it is appropriate in treating a high-temperature plasma. Therefore, the QHNC method with the use of Eq. (5) provides a good description of the pair correlations for a hydrogen-plasma gas at low densities and high temperatures where the electrons behave as a classical electron gas [15] . However, Eq. (5) contains an approximation that the fixed electron in a liquid metal has the exchange effect to surrounding electrons: the exchange-effect part must be subtracted in the form:
Here, G x (Q) is the exchange part of the local field correction. If we approximate G x (Q) by the use of G jell x (Q), which is well known for an electron gas in the jellium model, the QHNC method yields a closed set of equations for plasma properties. To get a closed set of equations to determine all quantities in a self-consistent manner it is necessary to build up a new equation for G x (Q).
Charge neutrality condition in the electron-ion model
At first, we note exact relations between the structure factors S ij (Q) in the electron-ion model [1] :
Here, ρ(Q) is the screening density distribution of a pseudo-atom defined by the non-interacting density response function χ 0 Q and the direct correlation functions C ij in the electron-ion mixture:
Thus, Eq. (7) leads to the exact relation, which must be followed in any electron-ion model:
with the compressibility κ T . By the inverse Fourier transform, the first part of the above equation is rewritten in the form
which states that an ion fixed at the origin keeps the charge neutrality by accumulating the free electrons and by pushing away the ions around it in the whole space, not within the Wigner-Seitz cell. On the other hand, when we fix an ion in the electron-ion mixure at the origin of coordinates, the nuclei forming this ion has the electron density n e (r) around it; this electron density n e (r) is obtained by solving a wave equation for the external potential caused by this fixed nucleus as a sum of the bound electron density n b e (r) and the continuum electron density n c e (r). Furthermore, the electron density n e (r) satisfies the following equation represented in terms of the Friedel sum of phase shifts δ ℓ (E)
[n e (r)−n e 0 ]dr =
where n e (r) = n 
(13) This relation is fulfilled generally for simple metals. However, there are some liquid metals and plasmas, for which this relation cannot be satisfied due to the large contribution of resonant phase-shifts and small compressibility κ T at the high density. As a consequence, we must treat in general a part ∆ρ b (r) of the continuum electron n For the purpose of obtaining the expression of ∆ρ b (r), let us consider a chosen central ion as an atom immersed in the electron-ion mixture with a nucleus Z A fixed at the origin of coordinates: the electron-ion model with a nucleus, forming the central ion, fixed at the origin is referred to as "the average atom (AA) model", hereafter. This nucleus accumulates electrons with the electron density n e (r)≡n e (r|N) and pushes away surrounding ions with n I (r|N), keeping the charge neutrality condition around it:
The following three conditions are necessary for the electron density n e (r|N) to be consistent with the charge neutrality condition (11) in the electron-ion model. (I): As is seen from (14), the central nucleus forming an ion around it produces an external potential v IN (r) to the ions, and pushes away surrounding ions in the same manner to (11) of the electron-ion model, where the central ion yielding an external potential v II (r) pushes away the other ions. This means that the external potential v IN (r) for the ions caused by this fixed nucleus should be identical to the ion-ion interaction v II (r) as an external potential to the other ions. In a plasma which can be regarded as an electron-ion mixture, the ion distribution n I (r|I) around a fixed ion is identical with the ion distribution n I (r|N) around the fixed nucleus forming this fixed ion, since we see the same ion-distribution only from two different points of view: we sit either on the ion or on the nucleus inside the ion. Therefore, we have n I (r|N) ≡ n (14) and (11) lead to the definition of the number of bound electron in the ion, Z B = ρ b (r)dr, in the form:
with the bound-electron distribution ρ b (r) to yield the ion 
As is shown above, the average ion charge Z I is given in terms of g eI (r) [a quantity of the electron-ion model] and Z A with n e (r) [quantities of the AA model] as follow:
This relation plays an important role to correlate the AA model to the electron-ion model. It should be noted that this relation comes only from (11) , which is an exact relation for any electron-ion mixture. On the other hand, the free-electron distribution n f e (r) around a fixed nucleus is defined as n 
Hence, ∆ρ b (r) is represented in terms of quantities of the AA model [n e (r) and n b e (r)] and quantities of the electron-ion model [ρ(Q) and S II (Q)] as follows:
Here, the chemical potential µ 0 e satisfies the following equation:
since ∆Z B ≡ ∆ρ b (r)dr comes from the resonance in the continuum [(3.87) in [1] ], or from a part of the bound electrons n b e (r), which does not contribute to the formation of an ion [Appendix B]. For example, in a fully ionized hydrogen plasma, the bound-electron distribution ρ b (r) is zero even though n b e (r) = 0, since the electron-proton RDF is given by n e 0 g ep (r) = n b e (r)+n c e (r) [15] . In a simple metal on the other hand, there follows ∆ρ b (r) = 0, because of Z B = n b e (r)dr. Another example is given for the case of a high density plasma which has a strong resonant state and a small compressibility κ T ≈ 0: for this system we obtain the bound-electron number Z B , as is seen from Eq. (25) below
In final, note that Eq. (18) is written as:
When S II (0) = n I 0 κ T /β ≈ 0, Eq. (24) becomes
which is adopted by Blenski and coworkers [10, 11, 12] as the charge neutral condition in the VAAQP method. Although this equation has the same structure to (18), it does not mean ρ b (r) = n e (r)−n e 0 .
Average ion in the jellium-vacancy model
On the base of a charge neutrality condition (25) and the local density approximation (LDA), Blenski and coworkers [10, 11, 12] derived a formula to determine the uniform electron density n 0 (= n e 0 ) by use of variational principles applied to the free energy of a plasma as a mixture of electrons and ions, with respect to n 0 . Here, we show that the formula determining the electron density n 0 can be derived exactly within the framework of DF theory [16] and the jellium-vacancy model by following the procedure of Blenski et al, without use of LDA. Their formula is obtained by appling two approximations to our formula: hence, the application limit of their formula becomes clear.
In a neutral electron-ion mixture, the electrons in this mixture can be treated as an electron gas in the uniform positive background (jellium model) as an approximation. Let us consider an electron gas in the uniform background which has a vacancy g(r) [the step-function θ(r − R), for example] with a fixed nucleus Z A at the center of the vacancy. In this system, the central nucleus accumulates surrounding electrons to form an "average ion" in a plasma: this is referred to as the jellium-vacancy model (or the neutral pseudo-atom model). The electron density distribution n e (r) around the central nucleus is produced by imposing an external potential U(r) to a electron gas in the uniform background: here U(r) comes from the vacancy with a nucleus fixed at its center. Therefore, we can determine the electron density distribution n e (r|U) under the external potential U by the DF theory using its free energy F .
In treating this inhomogeneous system, an effective external potential U eff (r) can be defined so as to satisfy the condition that the true electron density n e (r|U) under the external potential U(r) should be identical with the non-interacting electron density distribution n 0 (r|U eff ) under the external potential U eff (r):
Here, the non-interacting electron density distribution n 0 (r|U eff ) is determined as
in terms of the wave function φ i (r) and eigenvalues ǫ i , which obey the wave equation for a single electron:
and the Fermi distribution f i = f (ǫ i ) with the chemical potential µ 0 of a non-interacting electron gas. For the purpose to obtain an explicit expression for the external potential U eff (r), let us note the relation for intrinsic free energy of non-interacting electrons F s :
which is the rewritten form for the non-interacting system of Eq. (34), below, in the real system [(3.5) in [16] ]. Here, the intrinsic free energy F s [n 0 ] of the non-interacting system is written in an explicit form:
where T s and S s are the intrinsic internal energyẼ s and the entropy of the non-interacting system, respectively, defined by
with the internal energy E s = i f i ǫ i . On the other hand, the intrinsic free energy F ≡ F − U(r)n e (r)dr defined as a part of the free energy F of this system leads to
as is shown by (2.13) in Reference [16] . Thus, the effective external potential U eff (r) is represented explicitly as
with F I ≡F −F s and µ I ≡µ[n(r|U)]−µ 0 , which is derived by subtracting (29) from (34) . Equation (35) is the effective external potential to produce the real electron density n e (r|U) = n 0 (r|U eff ) in terms of the non-interacting electron density distribution. At this point, we introduce the exchange-correlation free energy:
in order to extract the exchange-correlation effect from the interaction part F I by subtracting the intrinsic electrostatic energyẼ es ≡ E es [n]− U(r)n e (r)dr defined for the electrostatic energy E es [n] [16] . Then, we can represent the intrinsic free energy F in the final form:
by taking the non-interacting particles, F s , as a reference system in the DF theory. Thus, there results from (35) [(3.30) in [16] ]:
In the above, we described general thermodynamic relations in the DF theory as shown in the reference [16] . At this point, we consider an electron gas in the jellium with a vacancy g(r) fixed a nucleus Z A at the center of the vacancy: g(r) must be chosen to satisfy a condition Z A = [n e (r)−n 0 g(r)]dr. Since the electrostatic energy E es for this system is given by
the electrostatic part of the effective potential (38) is written as
Here,
That is, a vacancy g(r) with a nucleus Z A fixed at the center of the vacancy causes an external potential U(r) to the electron gas in the uniform background. As a consequence, we can obtain the electron density n e (r|U) by solving a wave equation for non-interacting electrons under the external potential U eff (r):
Here, µ xc (r|n e )≡δF xc /δn e (r)| T V is the exchange-correlation potential. If we choose the chemical potential µ so as to be lim r→∞ U eff (r) = 0, there result
When a nucleus immersed in an electron gas in the jellium creates an ion, the free energy F [n 0 ] of the uniform electron gas with the density n 0 becomes F [n e (r)]; the change of the free energy due to the formation of one ion in a plasma is given by F [n e (r)]−F [n 0 ]. Therefore, the free energy of a plasma with N nuclei is given by A[n e (r), n 0 ] ≡ F [n 0 ]/N +{F [n e (r)]−F [n 0 ]} per particle, since all ions in a plasma have the same structure (the cluster expansion, [11] ). At this point, we derive an equation for n 0 by minimizing the free energy A[n e (r), n 0 ] with respect to n 0 , under the condition to fulfill the charge neutrality condition (17) . For this purpose, we introduce the following function with the Lagrange multiplier γ:
[n e (r)−n 0 g(r)]dr − Z A .
(45) Here, F = F + U(r)n e (r)dr = F s [n e (r)]+F xc [n e (r)]+E es due to (37).
In general, for A[n e (r), n 0 ], which is a functional of n e (r) and also a function of n 0 , we have the next relation:
So, Eq.(46) leads to the variation of E es given by (39) with respect to n 0 as:
Next, the variation of F s [n e (r)] + F xc [n e (r)] with respect to n 0 is obtained only through the variation of n e (r). Therefore, the result is written as
In the above derivation we use the next equation [(2.14) in Reference [16] ]:
On the other hand, the variation of the electron-gas free energy F [n 0 ] with respect to n 0 is written in the form:
In final, summing up all the above results, the variation of Ω about n 0 is obtained as
Since µ[n(r|U)] = µ for the case lim r→∞ U(r) = 0, the above equation provides the final equation in conjunction with γ = µ :
Therefore, when the vacancy function g(r) is determined in a self-consistent way in the form, g(r) = g II (r), the charge neutrality condition (17) is exactly satisfied. Also, when g(r) becomes the RDF g II (r) in an electron-ion mixture, the uniform electron density n 0 must fulfill the following equation:
It should be mentioned that Eq. (56) is derived without any approximation to F xc [n e (r)] (the exchange-correlation part of free energy), and furthermore it is derived only from the structure of electronic state E es (39) and the charge neutrality condition (17) . This fact can be seen directly: when the electronic energy is given by E es = E es [n e (r), n 0 ] and the charge neutrality condition is C[n e (r), n 0 ] = 0, the condition to determine the uniform electron density n 0 is written as
When we adopt (18) instead of (17) for the charge neutrality condition C[n e (r), n 0 ] = 0, Eq. (57) yields the next equation:
Furthermore, it is shown that the above equation reduces to (56) with the use of (10). In another point of view, it is necessary that the vacancy g(r) in (39) should be identical with the RDF g II (r) for the neutrality condition (58) to be the same as the other (56). As shown above, Eq. (56) is exact in the framework of the jellium-vacancy model and the DF theory based on the jellium model. In contrast with our derivation, Blenski and Cichocki [11] derived Eq. (56) on the base of (38) and (29) using some approximations. Equation (56) reduces to the result of Blenski and coworkers [10, 11, 12 ], when we apply the following two approximations to (56): (A) g II (r) = θ(r − R ws ) and (B) S II (0) = n I 0 κ T /β = 0. Note that the approximation (B) is a good one for a plasma at high density and low temperature because of κ T /β ≈ 0, but at this state the approximation (A) becomes inappropriate in the integration of the left-hand side of (56). This is the reason why the VAAQP method does not provide a good description of a plasma at high density and low temperature. The approximation (A) yields a large error in the evaluation of the electrostatic energy (39). In order to treat a plasma at high density and low temperature, the RDF g II (r) must be correctly determined. Moreover, the 'ionization model' (25) cannot treat the ionization caused by the temperature effect, as is seen from (22).
Average atom in the electron-ion model and QHNC method
In this section we give a summary to set up a set of integral equations (QHNC) for calculating the RDFs in the electron-ion model with some improvement. At first, let us determine the density distribution n i (r|U I U e ) of i-species particle (i=e or I) induced by external potentials, U I (r) and U e (r), acting on ions and electrons, respectively. The DF theory can afford to give exact expressions for the density distributions n i (r|U I U e ) in terms of the inhomogeneous density n 0 i (r|U eff i ) of the noninteracting mixture under the effective external potentials U eff i , which should produce the same density distributions n i (r|U I U e ) in such a way [16] :
From the above definition, we obtain the explicit expression for U eff i (r):
in terms of the interaction part of the intrinsic free energy F int and µ
Here, µ i and µ 0 i are chemical potentials of interacting and noninteracting systems of i-kind particles, respectively. In this way, the DF theory can reduce exactly a many-body problem to determine the density distribution n i (r|U I U e ) of the interacting mixture in the presence of the external potential {U I , U e } to a one-body problem to calculate the density distribution n In the second place, with the use of the above result we can express the density distribution of i-species particle n i (r|α), when an α-species particle is fixed at the origin (i,α=I or e):
with
in terms of the bridge functions B iα (r) and the direct correlation functions C ij (r). In the above expression, the DCFs C ij (r) in the ion-electron mixture are defined within the framework of the DF theory [1] by
where the suffix 0 denotes the functional derivative at the uniform densities [17] . Actually the explicit expression for the DCFs is given by the Fourier transform in the matrix form [18] 
in terms of the density response functions, χ Q ≡ χ ij (Q) and χ 0 Q ≡ χ 0i Q δ ij , of the interacting and noninteracting systems, respectively, with N ≡ n i 0 δ ij . Here, we assume that F Q [n i (r|α)−n i 0 ] is expressed in terms of χ ij (Q) and the exchange-part of DCF C x ii (r), which works only between the same kind of particles representing the quantum exchange effect:
When the fixed particle is an ion (α = I), the above equation provides an exact relation, because of χ iI (Q) = S iI (Q), χ 
since the fixed electron does not have the exchange-correlation with surrounding electrons. In the jellium model for an electron gas, we can prove that the exchange part of DCF, C x ee (Q), is related to the exchange part of the local field correction G x (Q), which is defined by local field corrections between upand down-spins, G ↑↑ (Q) and G ↑↓ (Q), as follows: [19, 20] .
We can obtain the quantum Ornstein-Zernike relations for this mixture:
by using a matrix identity
Here, B denotes an operator defined by
In the above, all equations except (67) are exact, although formal ones, within the framework of the DF theory. In an attempt to get a definite expression for the electron-ion interaction v eI (r), we view a plasma more fundamentally as a mixture of nuclei and electrons, and obtain v eI (r) in the form [21] 
where ρ b (r) is the bound-electron distribution to satisfy ρ b (r)dr = Z B . Here, it should be kept in mind that the potentialṽ eI (r) plays two roles in the same expression: one is the electron-ion interaction v eI (r) under the frozen-core approximation, and the other is the electron-nucleus interaction v eN (r). When ρ b (r) becomes consistent with both the electron-ion model and the AA model, v eI (r) is equal to v eN (r) as mentioned in (II) of §2.
It is important to note that the above equations for g iI (r) are rewritten as a coupled set of two integral equations: (I): One of them is the modified HNC equation to determine the RDF g II for one component fluid interacting via an effective potential v eff (r) [22] :
which is described in terms of the pseudopotential C eI (Q). The above equation (76) is the rewritten form of (68) by introducing the one-component DCF C(r) [22] C(Q) ≡ 1 n
which leads to the definition of
(II): The other is an integral equation (69) to determine the pseudopotential C eI (Q), which provides the effective interaction v eff (r) through (77) to be used in (I):
Equation (79) is solved in the AA model, as is discussed by (14 ) . Here, as mentioned in §2, the bound-electron distribution ρ b (r) is determined from ρ b (r) = n e (r)−n f e (r) = n e (r)−n 
The above equation (82) is shown to be valid also for the QHNC method if we make further the point-ion or sphere-ion approximation (see Appendix A).
Here, note that the function n ext e (r), defined to be ρ pa (r) ≡ ρ b (r)+ρ(r) = n e (r)−n ext e (r) in the work of Saumon's group, is written as
In order to obtain a set of real solutions for above equations, we must introduce some approximations.
Variational Average-Atom in Quantum Plasmas (VAAQP) with ion-ion correlation
In the electron-ion model the DCF C eI (r) is related to the relation (69):
At this point, we introduce approximations to g II (r) by the step function θ(r − R) and to C eI (r) ≃ βZ I e 2 /r in (85). These two approximations reduce (84) to an integral equation for the DCF C eI (r), since the effective electronion interaction v eff eI (r) to determine g eI (r) is written only in terms of g eI (r) without unknown g II (r):
with ρ b (r) ≡ n b e (r) + ∆ρ b (r) ; that is, Eq. (84) is altered in a simple form (see Reference [23] for details):
with the definition of new functions
Here,C eI (Q) is related toΓ eI (Q) by the relation:
and the suffix 'jell' denotes a corresponding quantity in the jellium model. Thus, equation (88) with (91) becomes an integral equation forC eI (r) in conjunction with n f e (r) ≡ n e (r)−n b e (r)−∆ρ b (r) = n e 0 g eI (r), sinceΓ eI (r) is expressible in terms ofC eI (r) by means of (91). Thus,C eI (Q) obtained from a set of integral equations yields a pseudo-potential C eI (Q) in the form:
Eq. (92) indicates that the pseudo-potential C eI (r)/(−β) in large distances behaves as −f (r) = −Z I /r = −n e 0 /(n I 0 r) for a given n e 0 . In this way, when the DCF C eI (Q)/(−β) is known, the effective ion-ion potential v eff (r) can be calculated by the formula
Once the interaction v eff (r) is given, the ion-ion RDF g II (r) is obtained by solving the HNC integral equation for a fluid:
Therefore, even in this model where g II (r) is approximated by the step function, we can use the RDF g II (r) to determine the electron density n e 0 from the condition:
where
In the above, we pay attention to the exchange-correlation effect µ xc (r|n e ) in Eq. (75), where it is described in terms of C xc ee ≡ C ee +βv ee as
On the other hand, if we use the LDA, µ xc (r|n e ) ≈ µ xc (n e (r))−µ xc (n e 0 ), instead of (98), the effective interaction (86) for electrons becomes
which is commonly used in the NPA model. Since Eq. (99) is represented only by n e (r), any separation of ρ b (r) from n e (r) is unnecessary to evaluate this effective interaction. With the use of this approximation, when n e (r) = ρ
(r) and n e 0 are given, we can determine the next free-electron distribution n
e (r) in the iteration, and obtain the new DCF for calculating new S II (Q) as follows:
In the frozen-core approximation where ρ
(r) is treated as fixed, the wave equation can be solved to determine n
e (r) = n e 0 g eI (r) under the external potential v eff eI (r). In this calculation, as a free-electron contribution we must take account of the bound states in n b e (r), which appeared as a shallow bound state according to the temperature increase. The total electron distribution n e (r) with the fixed electron density n e 0 is invariant with respect to the free-and bound-electron division if we use the approximation (99). Therefore, new bound-electron distribution is obtained by ρ
e (r). In this way, we can divide the electron distribution n e (r) in the bound and free parts self-consistently. Thus, we can obtain new DCF to determine new S II (Q) from Eq. (88). For simple metals, this set of equations (referred to as NPA model) is easily solved because of ∆ρ b (r) = 0, and the structure factor S II (Q) calculated by this model shows an excellent agreement with the experiments [24, 25] , while the RDF n e 0 g eI (r), when determined by n e 0 + F r [ ρ(Q)S II (Q)], agrees with the results from the QHNC method [26, 27, 24, 25] .
An essential point of the VAAQP method is based on the jellium model as an approximate model to the electron-ion model to treat the electron system. Therefore, the VAAQP method can provide only the electron pressure P e . We have proven that the pressure P of a plasma is given by the sum of electron pressure and nuclear pressure by regarding a plasma as an electron-nucleus mixture in the form ( (4.2) in Reference [28] , (7.2) in Reference [16] and (91) in Reference [29] ):
Note that the VAAQP method gives all quantities in the above equation. Equation (100) is derived on an assumption that the force F α on α-nucleus in the plasma, produced by electron clouds and surrounding nuclei, is the same to the force on the α-pseudo-atom by surrounding pseudo-atoms (average atoms) in the electron-ion model:
Relating to (100), we have replied in our notes [30] a question that the law of partial pressures is applicable to an interacting system.
QHNC equation for an electron gas in the uniform jellium
In order to determine the electron-electron effective interaction v eff ee in an electron gas, Kukkonen and Overhauser [13] have made an assumption that the accumulated electrons n e (r|e) around the electron in an electron gas are given by the electron density distribution n e (r|e) around the fixed electron in an electron gas, and the second assumption that the effective potential between an infinitesimal small test charge δe and the electron in an electron gas should have the following relation
Here, V eff δe, e is an effective potential between the test charge and the fixed electron, and V eff e, δe is a potential for the electron in an electron gas caused by the fixed test charge. These assumptions lead to the following equation [31] :
Equation (102) involves an approximation that the "fixed electron" in an electron gas has the exchange-effect on surrounding electrons. To see the meaning of the "fixed electron", let us put two test charges in the electron gas: the one has an infinitesimal charge δe and the mass m δe and the other T with a finite charge e T and the mass m T . The electrostatic potential for the large test charge T arising from the fixed test charge δe should be equal to the electrostatic potential for the small test charge δe produced by the fixed large test charge T, since the electrostatic potential between two particles does not depend on their masses:
From this relation with e T = e, we have a bootstrap relation as follows,
and the Ornstein-Zernike equation for n e (r|ê)/n e is written as
However, we have no integral equation to determine C x ee (r). Since the exchange DCF C x ee (r) has a very short-range effect, it may be allowed to approximate the LFC G x (Q) by that of the jellium model. In treating a hydrogen liquid, the exchange part G x (Q) is important, and the correlation part G c (Q) should be determined in a coupled manner with the ion-structure [7, 32] .
Discussion
The definition of the ionization state Z I itself is subject to controversy because this quantity is not the eigenvalue of any operator [27] . However, the DF theory ensures that the electron density distribution n e (r) is an observable physical quantity, although the bound-and the continuum-electron distributions, n b e (r) and n c e (r), are not ensured separately as physical quantities. On the other hand, in an ion-electron mixture the ion-electron and ion-ion RDFs are also physical quantities ensured by the DF theory, when the interactions,ṽ eI (r) and v II (r), are known. Based on this view, we defined the 'ion' in the AA model in such a way that the 'ion'-electron RDF n f e (r) around this 'ion' becomes identical to the ion-electron RDF in the ion-electron mixture in the form (19) : 
Therefore, the ionization state Z I is a physical quantity defined in terms of physical quantities, g eI (r) and n e (r). Here, the electron-ion RDF g eI (r) and the density n e 0 can be determined by the QHNC equations, (76) and (79), self-consistently for an electron-ion mixture interacting via v II (r) andṽ eI (r) with the frozen-core ρ b (r), in accordance with the relation (107): here, the interaction v II (r) assumed as known is determined as consistent with ρ b (r).
To see the meaning of Z I as a physical quantity, let us consider an impurity problem where an ion Z I is immersed in the jellium at density n e 0 and temperature T , for simplicity. If the ion-electron interactionṽ eI (r) is given beforehand, the DF theory provides an integral equation to determine the electron-ion RDF around the fixed ion under the QHNC approximation:
Here, n 
by defining the number of bound electron:
with Z I ≡ [n . Here, the electronion RDF g eI (r) is calculated from Eq. (108) with the use of the electronion interactionṽ eI (r) where the core electron ρ b (r) is taken to be frozen; when the electron-ion RDF g eI (r) is determined self-consistently to fulfill the division (107), then, the bound-electron distribution ρ b (r) and Z I become physical quantities in contrast with the bound-electron density n b e (r). The first example is a proton impurity in the jellium at zero temperature. There is no bound state when the electron sphere radius r s is smaller than 2. For larger values of r s than 2 the 1s-bound state appears, and deepens and forms a H − ion n b e (r) in accord with increase of r s [33, 34] . However, we cannot take the H − ion as ρ b (r), since the RDF n e 0 g eI (r) = n c e (r) has a negative part [35] ; in reality, we have the RDF n 2 bound state, whose density is added to the continuum density n c e (r) to get g eI (r) in the determination of Z I = 3, as is the same to the assumption made by Manninen et al [35] .
In a proton-electron mixture which is in a liquid metal state without any bound state [n b e (r)=ρ b (r)=0], the 1s-level appears when the temperature is increased at constant density [36] : even in this state, the electron-proton RDF is given by n e 0 g ep (r) = n b e (r)+n c e (r) because of ρ b (r)=0 in a similar manner as a hydrogen plasma gas [15] . In the case of a rubidium plasma [3] , the shallow bound levels are shown to appear with increase of the temperature in fig. 10 , and the electron-ion RDF without involving these shallow bound states does not exhibit the continuous temperature-variation after the appearance of the shallow 4d-level in fig. 7 . Such a shallow-level density should be involved in the free-electron distribution as is done for a beryllium plasma [37] . The size of ion ρ b (r) becomes as smaller as the temperature increases, owing to the subtraction of the shallow-level density from n b e (r). In the thermal ionization, the charge Z A − n (r) and v II (r) of the electron-ion model, respectively; the condition to define the "ion" is fulfilled under these approximations. In addition, the effective electron-nucleus interaction v eff eN (r) is given by (3.8) in reference [1] . Due to the relation δF /δn e (r|N) = µ e [n 0 , n I 0 ], we obtain (56) by following the same procedure as described in §3, since it is derived from the same condition (57).
Appendix B. The thermal ionization
When a new bound state ǫ b with a density n ǫ b e (r) appears in accompany with the temperature increase, the continuum-electron density n c e (0) and the bound-electron density n b e (0) at the origin have a cusp singularity around this temperature, although the total electron distribution n e (0) has no singularity [38] . Note that the bound-electron distribution ρ b (r) = n b e (r)−n ǫ b e (r) and the free-electron distribution n f e (r) = n c e (r) + n ǫ b e (r) have no singularity as well as n e (r). This fact is reasonable since this bound level ǫ b has no physical meaning, as is seen for the case of a hydrogen plasma gas, which keeps a fully ionized state even when changed to a liquid metal hydrogen with a shallow 1s-level [15, 7] .
